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Architectural acoustic design: Observation of use cases including audio-only and multimodal auralizations

David Thery1, David Poirier-Quinot2, Sebastien Jouan3, Brian FG Katz2 and Vincent Boccara1

Abstract
Auralization technology has reached a satisfactory level of ecological validity, enabling its use in architectural acoustic design. Only recently have the actual uses of auralization in the consulting community been explored, resulting in the identification of a variety of uses, including (1) to present to clients, (2) to test design ideas, (3) as a verification tool, (4) as a verification tool, (5) as a marketing tool, and (6) to improve internal company discussions. Taking advantage of methodologies from ergonomics research, the present study investigates effective uses through the observation of a collaboration project between an acoustic research team and an acoustic consultant, as a case study. Two spaces have been auralized in the context of the conception of a new skyscraper during the design phase of the project. The two spaces faced different problematics: an Atrium for which three different acoustic treatment options were suggested and experienced through multi-modal auralizations and audio-only auralizations of an Auditorium where an intrusive noise was to be acoustically treated. The ergonomic observation and analysis of this project revealed key impediments to the integration of auralization in common acoustic design practices.
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Introduction
In the acoustic consulting community, auralizations are particularly suited for the design of public spaces, restaurants, and art-oriented spaces such as concert halls or museums.1 These studies show
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the diversity of potential applications for auralizations, as well as actual examples of use in architectural acoustics projects, including design variables and requirements that clearly depend on the type of project. For instance, Hochgraf shared their experience with auralizations and identified four main uses: (1) communicate with clients, providing a direct listening experience without being confused with acoustic terms; (2) assist design decision-making, enabling the simulation of different configurations and potential uses of the space; (3) eliminate unwanted defects once the space is finished; and (4) build enthusiasm and support fund-raising. The author also insisted on the importance of calibrating levels, the inclusion of Lombard effect modeling, and the use of appropriate high-quality anechoic material as audio source, to create convincing and realistic auralizations.

Milo provided a comprehensive review of acoustic design practices, concluding that “the education of future acoustic designers should take place also in architecture schools,” to help students develop a common vocabulary allowing them to communicate more easily during architectural design tasks.

In the related field of Virtual Reality (VR) technology, Woksepp and Olofsson investigated the use of visual in situ VR immersion by following large construction projects. They studied how VR scenes were experienced and assessed by the professionals involved, and “to what extent VR can complement the use of traditional 2D CAD drawings” and other types of visualizations such as hand-drawings. The authors also investigated how VR immersion was applied and accepted by professionals during both design and planning process. They concluded that VR was very useful for large constructions, being helpful to design decision-making by facilitating information handling.

The degree of adoption of VR technologies in architecture has been investigated in a few studies. Atkins suggested that these technologies have the potential to improve productivity and reduce costs, but are not yet adopted by the architectural community. To date, no such investigation has been carried out on the role of auralizations in the acoustic design and consultant communities.

In this context, Thery et al. presented a survey study that investigated the use of auralization in the acoustic design community. The methodology, coming from the ergonomics field of research, included a questionnaire and semi-directed interviews, enabling the identification of declared uses of auralizations by acoustic consultants. A reasonably accurate insight into the practices of acoustic consultants regarding their use of auralizations was obtained from 74 acoustic consultants around the world, enabling to identify the tools used, the main uses, benefits, and difficulties linked to the application of this technology. The adoption rate of auralization has been shown to be quite low, which was mainly explained by a lack of resources (cost and skills). However, these results were only based on declared uses by consultants, potentially omitting undeclared uses or unpredictable external constraints encountered in architectural projects, which can be highlighted by a more situated approach, as presented in this study and documented in the ergonomics research literature.

Complementary to that survey, the objectives of the present study are to analyze in a specific context (situated approach): (1) the effective uses of auralization, (2) the effective practical difficulties and impediments to the integration of this technology in common practices, and (3) the effective benefits it can provide during an acoustic design project.

Following a brief introduction of the global research methodology approach utilized in this study in Section 2, this paper begins with a description of the project in Section 3, including the initial auralization request from the acoustic consultant (TP) to the auralization research laboratory (SU), the actors involved, as well as the auralization proposal from SU to TP. Section 4 presents the methodology used to collect and analyze the data. Results are presented in Section 5, subsequently discussed in Section 6, leading to conclusions in Section 7. The technical work performed
for the creation of the auralizations was reported in Thery et al.\textsuperscript{11} For the sake of clarity, a short glossary is provided in Section 2.

**Ergonomics research methodology**

This study applies methodologies coming from ergonomics research to the research field of acoustics. Said ergonomics research exploits qualitative research, with methods including questionnaires, interviews, and observation. Some of the terms uncommon to acoustic research that are applied here, originating from social science and qualitative research, are defined here: [noitemsep]

- Thematic tree: hierarchy of categories and sub-categories (or themes and sub-themes) allowing to categorize short text extracts.
- Thematic analysis: qualitative research method consisting in analyzing the proportion of appearance of various themes in textual (potentially transcribed from video and/or audio) data.
- Theme/category: item in the thematic tree.
- Segment: short text extract of variable length to be categorized in a thematic tree. The length of the segment should be sufficient to gather meaning in the extraction.
- Coding: assigning a segment to a category.
- Occurrence: appearance of a category/theme.

This study is conceived as an ergonomic case study of a specific acoustic design project conducted as part of a collaboration between Sorbonne University (SU) and the Theater Projects (TP) acoustic consultant, where auralization was used to support acoustic design choices (to respect a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA), sensitive information has been anonymized in this paper). It can be beneficial both to acoustic consultants and researchers, respectively, to include new technologies in their practices as well as gain insight into the practical aspects of using these tools in a project, and to orient future research based on observed impediments to the adoption of these technologies.

While Thery and Katz\textsuperscript{12} focused on declared uses and practical acceptability (whose dimensions are defined in Figure 1),\textsuperscript{13} this study focuses on situated acceptability, in a context of use of the technology, during which potential undeclared uses or difficulties can be observed and identified.\textsuperscript{10,14}

Results analysis will be based on the dimensions of practical acceptability, which are defined here:

- Learnability: can be measured by the time it takes to reach a certain level of use. One should keep in mind that users normally do not take the time to learn the entire system before starting to use it. Easy to understand messages make it possible to do useful work before having learned the entirety of the system.
- Efficiency: refers to the expert user’s steady-state level of performance at the time when the learning curve flattens out.\textsuperscript{13}
- Memorability: time it takes to remember how to use it, depending on the frequency of use.
- Errors: users should make as few errors as possible when using the system; for example, availability of *undo* helps in avoiding errors, confirmation questions should be available before execution of risky commands. Errors could be more catastrophic in nature if they are not easily discovered by the user. Nielsen\textsuperscript{13} defined the term error as “any action that does not accomplish the desired goal.” These can be interpreted as various types of difficulties encountered.
Subjective satisfaction: entertainment value (the amount of time users spend with the technology is not of concern if they enjoy using it).
Cost generated by the use of the technology, whether in time, money, or human resources.
Compatibility: both from a purely technological point of view (e.g. version match between tools, format compatibility) and with regards to the actual uses, practices, methods of work.
Reliability: both from the reliability of the obtained results (in terms of uncertainty), and of the tool itself (e.g. robust, solid, stable).

Case study context: Project description

Project actors

While the overall architectural project includes many participating entities, the list of those directly involved are described here. The Client, being also the property developer, was based in the US, in direct interaction with the acoustic consulting team, TP. TP was in charge of the recommendations for the acoustics of the different spaces. The TP-team comprises three acousticians: the principal acoustician from the Parisian office (SJ-TP) (it is noted that the SU-team includes several of the authors), an acoustician of this same office (SP-TP), and one of their London directors (FR-TP). While SJ-TP had prior experience with auralizations, the TP-team had no experience in VR. The Design architect, provided the visual model to SU, and was located in the US. The Auralization research team, SU, based in Paris, consisted of Dr. GF (GF-SU) who was responsible, and two research assistants (AZ-SU and DD-SU), specialists in room acoustics and virtual 3D audio (it is noted that the SU-team includes several of the authors). Additional external actors included ShowTimeVR (https://showtimevr.eu/), who developed the 360 video player with binaural sound with remote control, L-acoustics, who intervened providing a speaker directivity pattern, and Acentech, who provided pseudo-anechoic recordings of suitable restaurant noises.

Initial request: Auralization of two spaces

This project arose from discussions between TP and SU regarding the use of auralizations for design purposes. In September 2018, an active project of TP was selected as a test case to observe
client/consultants interactions in the context of auralization use. The project concerned two spaces for which auralization was considered meaningful in the design process, schematized in Figure 2. A detailed description of the creation of these auralizations is available.\textsuperscript{11}

The first space was a large glass volume called the Atrium (sometimes called the Glass House), to be used for various purposes (dinner banquet, conference, recitals, jazz, and amplified music). The role of the consultant was to dampen the reverberant acoustic resulting from the glass structure with minimum impact to its overall luminosity. The associated auralization was to be rendered over headphones (binaural), and complimented with an immersive visualization of the space rendered over a Head-Mounted Display (HMD). The second space was an Auditorium, potentially affected by intrusive noise coming from the floor below (Galleria in Figure 2). The role of the auralization was here to provide evidence for the advantage of a proposed structural isolation. This consisted in building the Auditorium as a box-in-box construction. The audio-only auralization was to be rendered over a loudspeaker setup in an acoustically damped room.

A first presentation to the client of these two auralizations was planned for end of October 2018 at SU laboratory, providing 1.5 months to produce the auralizations. After this presentation, TP requested additional auralization configurations, to be presented to the client outside of the laboratory using a portable HMD.

**Space 1: Multi-purpose Atrium.** The main space to auralize was the Atrium, whose dimensions were 40 m height, 20 m width, and 50 m depth, leading to a volume of 1600 m\textsuperscript{3}, with a rectangular footprint. As it is surrounded by glass, it was anticipated to have an undesirable amount of reverberation, hence needing acoustic treatment. The client wanted the Atrium to be multi-purpose, to include dining, conferences, as well as concerts of small ensembles. These uses of the space required stimuli for the auralizations, including speech and several kinds of music. In agreement

![Figure 2. Schematic representation of the auralized spaces (section view), including the Atrium (surrounded by glass) and the Auditorium affected by the intrusive noise coming from the Galleria (sub-space). The coupling between the Atrium and the Galleria is also represented, although this option was not part of the present study.](image-url)
between TP and SU, the following three stimuli were selected: (1) anechoic female speech recording, originating from Southampton University (https://www-mobile.ecs.soton.ac.uk/); (2) a dry version of the cover _U can’t touch this_ from singer Aubrey Logan; (3) an anechoic recording of _Dave Brubeck’s Take Five_ from Aalto University Päätynen et al.4

Regarding the acoustic treatment, TP specified three options: (1) no treatment, (2) light diffusers only, and (3) light diffusers and low frequency dampening _AQflex_. The light diffusers (149 g/m²) exhibit high absorption performance at mid-frequencies (octave bands 500–4000 Hz), but are less efficient at lower frequencies (below 400 Hz). These were mounted with a 0.15 m air gap behind, on the side walls of the Atrium.11,15 In contrast, the recently patented _AQflex_ (600 g/m²) provides an almost equivalent absorption at the lower octave bands as the mid-frequencies.

**Space 2: Auditorium intrusive noise.** The intended use of the Auditorium was to host conferences and musical recitals, leading to Reverberation Time (RT) specifications ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 s respectively. Below the Auditorium would be the Galleria, a space from which amplified music and restaurant activity would potentially leak noise into the Auditorium. For that purpose, TP proposed to the client an isolating structure. The objective was to show the benefit of applying this concept in order to have acceptable acoustics in agreement with the intended uses of the space. TP provided SU with the appropriate noise specifications (in the form of filtered noise octave band level values, containing primarily low frequencies). The selected stimuli included a variety of musical styles and instrumentation, with the following samples: (1) a violin anechoic recording16; (2) the anechoic female recording used in Space 1; (3) the jazz song _Dave Brubeck’s Take Five_ used in Space 1; (4) flamenco guitar anechoic recordings (Woigardt et al., 201230); (5) two classical trio anechoic recordings,4 including _Brahms’ Horn trio_ and _Schubert’s piano trio_, both in _Eb_ major.

**Project timeline and deliverables**

During the period of collaboration, eight phases have been identified, illustrated on the project timeline (Figure 3). P1, P3, P5, and P7 are considered as _creation phases_ (lasting respectively 34, 7, 7, and roughly 90 days). P2 and P4 are _review phases_ (lasting respectively 30 min and 1.5 h). P6 is the presentation to the client (lasting 2.5 h), and P8 is a technical support meeting (lasting 2.5 h).

Based on the intended uses of the space, the objectives for each auralization, and the specified acoustic treatment options, two auralization deliverables were provided by SU to TP in the context of this study, summarized in Table 1. The first deliverable was handed over in two parts. The first deliverable, that included the auralization of the Auditorium and a series of Atrium configurations, was presented during a meeting with the client and the TP-team at the SU laboratory. The second deliverable only included additional configurations of the Atrium, delivered in the form of 360 videos (no Auditorium auralization).

**Auralization framework**

Auralizations of the various acoustic treatment configurations were simulated off-line to achieve the highest level of realism. Multiple tools (software and hardware) were used for simulating, composing, and presenting the final auralizations: 11 different software, hardware devices including two types of HMDs, and two types of audio rendering systems. Three different visualization software were used: _Revit, Blender_, and _Unity_. RIR simulations were performed in _CATT-Acoustic_ while the final audio rendering was handled in _Cycling ‘74 Max,_ communicating with the Unity visual rendering via the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol. Presentation scenario management and visual scene fade-in and out in the virtual model were performed in Unity scripts (C#). Other programing tasks including RIR
convolution, normalization, and level adjustments were performed in Matlab. In terms of hardware, several computers were required; for the presentation of auralizations, both Oculus CV1 and Oculus Go were used, the latter allowing for portable presentation of 360 videos. The sound was rendered binaurally over open headphones—with tracking being available via the HMD orientation information—or decoded over a 32-speaker system, necessitating amplifiers and professional sound cards. The creation of the 360 videos involved the use of four other software and developer libraries, including ShowTimeVR for remote control of the HMD during presentations, Facebook Audio Workstation, Android File Transfer for the portable HMD, and ffmpeg. Video presentation was performed on an Oculus Go and an iPad. This framework is schematically represented in Figure 4.

**Methodology**

The methodology used in this study comes from qualitative data analysis studies, termed thematic analysis, and is particularly used in social sciences where questionnaires and interviews are used extensively. Thematic analysis is a widely used method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns (themes) within qualitative data. The unit of extraction is called a segment and represents the shortest text extract with a self-contained meaning. The length of these extracts is therefore not constant, being selected as soon as they represent a meaning, from a couple of words to entire or even several sentences to recall the context. A categorization of these text segments is performed, necessitating the creation of a thematic tree, whose construction can be an endless iterative and refinement process. This categorization subsequently allows one to quantify the amount of data that concerns a particular topic with regards to the entire corpus. As such, it is possible to analyze the quantity of discussions on various topics. It should be noted that only the number of occurrences of a given category is analyzed in this study. Unless expressed in a sufficiently nuanced way, a given idea mentioned several times in a single phrase was counted once. As a consequence, a given idea shared by different people could be counted several times.

**Data collection**

In order to perform the analysis of this study, several types of data were acquired following three steps. First, all emails were gathered (128 emails), producing a 96 page document (>20,000
Email lengths ranged from 3 words to 856 words (mean = 92 words), from simple answers to detailed explanation of acoustic concepts. This document enabled the project progression to be traced. It included exchanges principally between TP and SU (81%), in addition to some minor

Table 1. Auralization proposal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Atrium (first deliverable)</th>
<th>Atrium (second deliverable)</th>
<th>Auditorium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acoustic configurations</strong></td>
<td>Two positions (close/far)</td>
<td>Two positions</td>
<td>Single static position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three absorption conditions</td>
<td>Three absorption conditions</td>
<td>RT specification: 2.0 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acoustic seal closed (coupling with Galleria)</td>
<td>Acoustic seal open/closed (coupling with Galleria)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio stimuli</strong></td>
<td>General public circulation</td>
<td>Banquet (people)</td>
<td>Small music ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small music ensemble</td>
<td>Small music ensemble</td>
<td>Conference (speech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliverables</td>
<td>Presentation to client</td>
<td>360 videos</td>
<td>Presentation to client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Diagram representing the audio-visual auralization framework, used for both auralizations, indicating the audio (left, in blue) and visual/VR (right, in green) elements.
external actors (19%). Direct emails to and from the client were not accessible, and are consequently not included in the present analysis.

Second, in addition to notes taken during the observations of the meetings, audio recordings were made. Four meetings were recorded for a total of 7 h (respectively 2600, 9200, 20,400, and 12,800 words in the transcribed text). For practical reasons, and to remain unobtrusive, only audio recordings were possible. Video recordings would have produced more data, particularly for analyzing non-verbal communication, action, and engagement of the involved actors.

Finally, a post-project interview was conducted 8 months after the delivery with SJ-TP, who was in direct contact with the client, to obtain feedback and their intentions of use of auralization after this project. It was a semi-directed interview conducted by DD-SU in video-conference, and lasted 30 min, with the audio being recorded. The three categories were: confidentiality, general feedback about the project, and the adoption/integration of auralizations following the acquisition of the portable HMD. This interview was not transcribed, while key information was extracted.

\textit{Treatment and analysis}

The first step of the analysis was a chronological concatenation of all gathered emails. Metadata (date, hour, length, presence of attached document, sender, and recipient(s)) were extracted to provide indicators for the analysis. This chronology was used to construct the project timeline (Figure 3) and to analyze the temporal distribution of the phases of the project. Secondly, the audio recordings of the four meetings were transcribed.

Emails and audio recordings were subsequently independently thematically analyzed using the software MAXQDA\textsuperscript{31}, using a data driven approach for the creation of the thematic tree.\textsuperscript{17} The thematic analysis necessitated four steps:

1. Creating the thematic tree (categories) using all gathered data including emails and meetings transcriptions (see Table 2). This phase makes it possible to obtain a holistic view of the data, needed for its comprehensive understanding (≈65,000 words in total).
2. Independent coding of each phase material: assignment of text segments to one of the thematic tree categories or sub-categories.
3. Extracting quantitative data (percentages of coded segments, overall, by phase, and by auralization) for each category and sub-category.
4. Synthesizing the content of each category/sub-category, drastically reducing the amount of textual data into a few sentences, from which the main ideas are extracted and reported in the results.

A total of 763 segments were coded: 47.5% from emails and 52.5% from audio recordings respectively. Amongst these, 68% concerned the Atrium, 28% the Auditorium, 4% tackling subjects common to both. Among the 763 segments, 117 were coded as belonging to several categories (≈15%). Coding categories are reported in Table 2.

\textbf{Results}

Resulting analysis of the collected and aggregated social interaction data is presented following a hierarchical conceptual division. First, the observed uses are presented in Section 5.1 and analyzed along the high-level variables of this analysis approach: \textit{type of auralization} (multimodal Atrium vs intrusive noise Auditorium) and \textit{temporality} (Creation, Review, and Presentation). The second
Table 2. Summary of the elaborated thematic tree including sub-categories (three level is not included for clarity), illustrated by an example quote.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Illustrative quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Calendar</td>
<td>Appointments/schedule planning</td>
<td>“The 25th is possible, though of course the following day/week would be better”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deliverables/NDA</td>
<td>Auralization configurations specifications</td>
<td>“The most straightforward deliverable that we can provide is a collection of static position auralization with HOA audio”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Related to tools, software, hardware</td>
<td>“We are currently testing on an Oculus Go and a large iPad”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual, VR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Used for research purposes</td>
<td>“Auralizations [. . .] can be used for academic research”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marketing</td>
<td>Used for marketing purposes</td>
<td>“This enables everybody to see on the large screen”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD-achieve realism</td>
<td>Emphasizing the need for the auralization to be realistic</td>
<td>“What’s not realistic is that there is too many people in the audience”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD-acoustic design</td>
<td>Design choices (sound system, stage, curtains, . . .)</td>
<td>“But if we put speakers throughout the space [. . .] It’s not necessarily going to improve”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD-GA simulations AD-</td>
<td>GA model and simulations</td>
<td>“No, he just produced the CLF file for Odeon [. . .]”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multi-purpose hall</td>
<td>Importance of this constraint with regards to auralization creation</td>
<td>“For the anechoic sounds’, try to gather sounds usable for the different use cases; at least, propose a list of possibilities”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD-sound design</td>
<td>Use of sound design techniques</td>
<td>“[. . .] the sound recorded Friday, then filtered in Live”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD-stimuli influence</td>
<td>Related to sound sources</td>
<td>“It’s too loud, but at least I can feel the reverber”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD-visual models</td>
<td>Related to visual models</td>
<td>“Our collaborators would still like to have some screen shots of your walkthroughs to be sure of the visual texture”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP-listening/perception</td>
<td>Listening moments and perception discussions</td>
<td>“I suggest a listening test on a pre-selection of stimuli in the Glass House”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP-negotiation</td>
<td>Related to negotiation discussion with the client (program, anticipation of client’s expectations)</td>
<td>“A key point is to know if the visit demo is what design decisions will be made on”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP-pedagogy CP-</td>
<td>Auralization used to explain acoustic concept to the listener</td>
<td>“You should hear a decent benefit for the vocal singer but the double bass should be quite reverberant”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario planning</td>
<td>Related to planning the order of stimuli, sequence of events</td>
<td>“I think we do not start with the public noise. We add it if he makes the comment that he feels the space is empty”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties</td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>Incompatibility issues encountered</td>
<td>“If you have a compatibility issue [. . .]”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Related to budget or cost</td>
<td>“I just know where we’re going on our budget”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hardware issues</td>
<td>Problems from hardware</td>
<td>“We have suffered a major computer problem”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human errors</td>
<td>Related to mistakes, arguments</td>
<td>“With the A-ponderation, I told you to do that”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of skills</td>
<td>Lack of training or competences</td>
<td>“Only real issue: the controller app (iOS) crashed on me [. . .]”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New technologies</td>
<td>Difficulties provided by the novelty</td>
<td>“I wouldn’t spend any time trying to acoustically isolate [. . .]”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time related discussions</td>
<td>“Does it leaves you enough time to prepare the demo?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AD: auralization design; CP: client presentation.
The results section (Section 5.2) presents an analysis of these uses along each dimension of practical acceptability.

**Observed uses of auralization**

The categories of uses (presented in Table 2) included *Research* (1% of coded segments of uses), *Marketing* (1.5%), *Presentation to the client* (47%), and *Auralization design* (51%), totaling 461 out of the 763 coded segments (60.5%).

**Comparing Atrium and Auditorium.** An overview of the content of the collected data regarding auralization use, separating the Atrium and Auditorium auralizations, is given in Table 3.

The *Auralization design* category of the Atrium was principally concerned with *GA simulations* (31.7%), the *Stimuli influence* (28.7%), *Acoustical design* (21%), and a non-negligible portion concerned the *Visual model* (9%). Interestingly, the category *Achieve realism* represented only 4.2% of the Atrium data. While a similar important proportion of Auditorium codes (i.e. coded segments) were dedicated to the *Influence of the stimuli* (29.3%), this intrusive noise auralization was also concerned with *Acoustical design* (31.7%), the need to *Achieve realism* (19.5%), and having a *Multi-purpose hall* (9.8%). A significant amount concerning *Sound design* was noted (7.3%), showing the attention paid to the realism of the stimuli in this type of auralization (these codes concerned the design of the recorded and filtered sound simulating the intrusive noise).

The *Stimuli choice* was of particular importance in both cases, though with different aims. In the Auditorium, the level was set based on noise specifications, while the listening level in the Atrium was set perceptually to provide the most realistic listening level. In the Atrium, the stimuli were selected for their capacity to put in evidence the efficiency of the acoustic treatment, while in the Auditorium, the aim was to highlight conditions where the background noise would be noticeable within realistic performance situations, which led to the selection of a solo violin in which the presence of pauses enabled the noise to be more noticeable, as illustrated by the following quote (from AZ-SU, during P6): “the violin and the guitar are good; piano and ‘take five’ are not the best as they mask everything, and to convince, that’s not so good.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Atrium (%)</th>
<th>Auditorium (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD-acoustical design</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-achieve realism</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-GA simulations</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-multi-purpose hall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-sound design</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-stimuli influence</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-visual models</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-listening/perception</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-negotiation</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-pedagogy</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-scenario</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.* Distribution of the coded segments in the *auralization design* (AD) and *client-presentation* (CP) categories, respectively in Atrium (respectively 167 and 118 codes) and Auditorium (respectively 118 and 91 codes).
The **Acoustical design** category focused on different aspects for the two auralizations. For the Atrium, these included the design of the sound system, the comparison of acoustic features with an existing hall and previous project from TP (the Lincoln center), and the presence of curtains (discussing permanent vs non-permanent installation), as illustrated here (SJ-TP, P1): “The glass house could be based on the same system, either with line arrays, coaxial boxes or columns with subs.” For the Auditorium, noise level specifications were given by TP and the intrusive noise was measured with a sound level meter to ensure the requirements were met.

Discussions concerning the **Achievement of realism** were primarily concerned with the target reverberation time (GF-SU to SJ-TP, P1): “Could you also indicate to us the target RT for the Auditorium?” and the response (SJ-TP to GF-SU, P1): “the RT should vary between 1.0 and 1.4 s. Take 1.4 s in recital mode.”). In the Atrium, this realism was further supported by audio-visual coherence (in particular for the presence of acoustic treatments both in the auralization and the visual model) and the quality of the ambient noise. In contrast, in the Auditorium the focus was exclusively on the realism of the intrusive noise, and its provenance from lower elevations for increased realism (simulating the sub-space called the Galleria). Therefore, the presence of visuals was a key difference.

Regarding the **Client presentation**, Table 3 shows a consistent division of the sub-categories across auralization types: for both the Atrium and the Auditorium auralizations, the majority of codes concerned the activity of **Listening** and the perception of auralizations of the various actors (46.6% and 51.6% respectively), followed by a significant portion concerning the **Negotiation** aspects with the client (36.4% and 31.9%). The use of auralizations as a Pedagogical tool was observed with both auralizations (respectively 13.6% and 7.6%), while the **Scenario setting** was more prominent for the Auditorium (8.8% vs 3.4% for the Atrium).

**Temporality analysis.** The creation phase included P1, P3, P5, creation phases before the presentation to the client, excluding P2 and P4, as these were considered “Review phases.”

Table 4 shows the division of categories of the exchanges in the **Auralization design category**, dominated by **Acoustical design** (31.5%) and **GA simulations** (28.1%), with significant content...
contributions of the *Visual model* (13.5%), *Stimuli* (12.4%), and the *Multi-purpose* (10.1%) specificities of the spaces.

The *Acoustical design* category contained information exchanges about: sound system design (type, directivity, and placement/orientation of the speakers in the space to optimize the acoustics, while taking into account the constraints of the space such as screen deployment, and how to integrate into the existing structure); Preferred Noise Criteria (PNC) curves specification for the Auditorium, based on TP calculations.

Exchanges also concerned the architectural *Visual model*, which was provided by the architect, re-textured, and integrated into Unity by SU. Hence, several requests were sent for obtaining screenshots of the interior of the model, details such as the actual spacing between absorbers, or the size of the absorbers, as in the following quote (GF-SU, P1): "If we could have views with textures and screenshots of the glass house that would be great."

The search for suitable *Stimuli* was a significant part of this creation phase, needed for the different intended uses of the spaces: conferences, banquets, and small band musical performances. Recordings of ambient noises (restaurants) as well as shaped intrusive noises were discussed with feedback from the different actors in order to obtain realistic stimuli (2.2% of the *Auralization design* codes), by means of sound design (2.2%) ((DD-SU, P3): "This is not the final version as I did some spectral adjustments directly in the listening room today").

Table 4 shows the distribution of codes within the *Client Presentation* category. Only 14 segments were coded, limiting the amount of data contained here, due to the shorter time spent on this auralization. The *Listening/Perception* category was concerned mainly with feedback between SU-team and TP about the rendering of the visual model and the realism of the auralizations that were exchanged by email (57.1%). The *Negotiation* category (37.5%) was concerned with the preparation of the presentation to the client, making sure the perceptual differences between acoustic treatments were well noticeable and almost "obvious." The Pedagogical contribution (7.1%) was concerned with the explanation of the concept behind PNC curves as compared to the more commonly used NC curves, by TP to SU-team, who were not all familiar with these curves.

The review phase comprised P2 and P4. These two meetings spaced by 1 week, took place at SU laboratory, and involved the SU-team that has produced the auralizations, and SJ-TP, who was in direct contact with the client. The aim of these meetings was to assess the auralizations and rehearse for the presentation to the client.

Regarding the *Auralization Design* category, Table 4 shows a highly different division of content compared to the Creation phase, as *Stimuli influence* (39.7%) and *Achieving realism* (27.9%) were the main topics, while *Acoustical design* and *Sound design* were also discussed (respectively 19.1% and 10.3%).

Regarding the *Stimuli* category, particular attention was given to the filtered intrusive noise recordings of the Auditorium, which needed spectral adjustments to fit the specified PNC curves provided; the degree of excitation (or intensity) of the crowd noise was also a consideration. The addition of a sub-woofer was decided, as the lowest frequency bands were required in this example auralization, even at the 63 Hz octave band. Similarly, a modification of the loudspeakers layout to simulate the intrusive noise coming from the Galleria (sub-space) was decided to increase this impression of direction provenance. The actual content of the stimuli was debated, as the objective was to have the impact of the noise noticeable for the client: more intense (fortissimo vs pianissimo) and denser pieces were avoided as they applied more masking on the noise, which was not the case with a solo violin excerpt. For the Atrium, much time was spent to adjust the level of the stimuli, and the balance between the stimulus and the ambient noise in the "Banquet" configuration, done perceptually based on the impression of SJ-TP, without objective measurements ((SJ-TP, P6) "It’s too loud, but at least I feel the reverb," and "What’s the decibel level?").
Regarding the **Acoustical design** category, the codes mainly concerned the Auditorium, and the background noise measurements, in relation to the PNC curves and levels, comparing the specifications and the actual perceptual rendering.

Regarding the **Client Presentation** category, Table 4 shows that most of the data concerned *Listening* or *Perception* exchange moments during this review phase, and trying to adjust the stimuli to obtain the most realistic simulations (68.8% of the coded segments in this category). This included A/B comparisons between PNC levels, switching with and without public noises, spectral adjustments of the intrusive noise for the Auditorium, and listening to the different stimuli (Speech male and female voices comparisons, Jazz, Amplified music) in the Atrium, with A/B comparisons at different positions.

At the same time, the **Scenario** for the presentation was planned (17.2%), debating which stimulus to play first, if the demo would start with or without background noise, with the objective to have the client understand and notice the differences between conditions (concerning the recommendation by the acoustician to install the isolating structure for instance), in preparation of the **Negotiation** (9.4% of codes in this category), as illustrated by the following quote from GF-SU: “So in terms of scenario, we start with PNC25.”

The Pedagogical aspect was minor, concerned the Auditorium, in particular concerning the noise design according to the PNC curves, in preparation of the presentation to the client, as illustrated here (SJ-TP, P4): “Ok, this is perfect. We need to play this to the client, telling him that this is what we propose as a conception criteria. Meaning when you are in the room, you hear nothing, and all our recommendations are based on this criteria.”

The presentation phase consisted of a meeting which lasted 2 h and 20 min. The first hour was spent for the Auditorium auralization and the next hour with the multi-modal Atrium auralization.

Regarding the **Auralization Design** category, Table 4 shows that *Acoustical design* (36.1%) and *Stimuli* (29.5%) discussions were the most present categories, followed by a significant (18%) part dedicated to *GA simulations*, and minor contributions from *Multi-purpose hall* (8.2%), *Visual models* (4.9%), and *Achieve realism* (3.3%).

The auralizations, and particularly the Atrium, clearly engaged the client (based on observations), and helped start the **Acoustical design** dialog, related to the **GA simulation** category as well. The client asked for specific conditions ((Client, P6): “Can you put in the absorbent material”), listened and observed all components of the simulation and the model, from the lighting conditions, to the walls and ceiling coverage and distance impression, to the design of the sound system that produced the amplified music that was virtually reproduced.

Constructive discussions about the stimuli and the various acoustic configurations arose: differences between male and female voices, and the impact of the various absorption treatment options on these different stimuli were understood by the client. The importance of the stimuli was notable, even for the client, who asked for a specific (orchestral) sound source at the beginning of the presentation, as illustrated here (Client, P6): “I think jazz is very specific, a very intrusive sound because of the brass, because of the clarity of some of the instruments.”

Regarding the **Client Presentation** category, in contrast to the previous phases, the presentation was mainly concerned with **Negotiation** aspects (48.4%), followed by a large part of **Listening** (35.2%), and interestingly an increased contribution in the Pedagogy category (14.8%). Only 1.6% was concerned with **Scenario setting** ((SJ-TP, P6): “Imagine yourself in an Auditorium waiting for a concert”).

The **Negotiation** aspects were prominent during this presentation, although these information remain confidential.

The Pedagogical aspects encompassed the explanation of acoustic/perception concepts such as masking to the client, as well as the existing interactions between modalities, that the visual
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Table 5. Distribution of the coded segments in the Difficulties category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category—space</th>
<th>Global (%)</th>
<th>Atrium (%)</th>
<th>Auditorium (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost/budget</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware issues</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human errors</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of skills</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New technologies</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall (148 codes); Atrium (123); Auditorium (25).

The division of sub-categories of Difficulties (see thematic tree in Section 4.2), that include Compatibility, Cost, Hardware issues, Human errors, Lack of skills, New technologies, and Time, are represented in Table 5, comparing the Atrium and the Auditorium auralizations. However, caution should be taken in the comparison, as only 25 segments were coded for the Auditorium as compared to the 123 segments of the Atrium. Still, this absolute difference shows that many more difficulties were encountered for the multimodal Atrium auralizations, due to the multiplicity of devices, software, and compatibility issues.

Table 5 shows that the most significant difficulty encountered for the Atrium was related to New technologies (24.6%), while the Auditorium exchanges mostly concerned Cost and Budget discussions (56.5%). The Lack of skills and Compatibility issues represented significant difficulties for the Atrium (respectively 15.8% and 13.2%), but did not appear for the Auditorium. Finally, the Time factor, Hardware issues, and Human errors were represented for both auralizations.

The difficulties related to New technologies were concerned with issues concerning the portable HMD, which had a limited audio output level for headphones, necessitating the use of an external amplifier to obtain the desired level, as well as issues concerning the playing of HOA-360° videos on this HMD. The use of ShowTimeVR in terms of both installation and remote control also proved to be laborious for the TP consultant (Lack of Skills), needing technical support from SU. The Cost was related to the negotiation during the Auditorium presentation, as well as the cost of the additional software ShowTimeVR. Compatibility issues were encountered with GA models and visual models, but mostly for the player of HOA-360° videos. Time difficulties concerned the frequent tight deadlines and last-minute requests (and delays for the deliverables), as well as the computation time GA simulations could take. Hardware issues concerned the portable HMD (battery, output audio level, HOA-player instability), as well as unexpected computer crash. Finally,
Human errors were related to arguments between project actors, miscoordination, or errors/mistakes in the exchange of data.

Learnability: learning how to use auralizations was previously rated as “rather difficult.” The current workflow gives some clues of “why.” The difficulty in learning how to produce high-quality auralizations, as is the case for GA-modeling, is that it is complex rather than complicated, because there are many parts that need to be considered and mastered, but each part on its own is not exceptionally complicated. This point is supported by the wide variety of tools and programing languages needed to master the entire chain, from GA and HOA creation and rendering tools to visual model texturing and VR interactivity (with 80 codes out of the 763 concerning the tools, i.e. >10% of all data). The second major difficult aspect for learning is that some of these tools are new, representing 23% of the encountered difficulties (see Table 5). Moreover, there are often updates (or new formats, codecs) that should be followed, that could otherwise potentially lead to incompatibilities or unexpected bugs. While researchers and developers often cope with such problems, architects and acousticians will usually rely on more standardized software, saving time to focus on production. The need for training is therefore becoming more important in order to integrate these new technologies in the professional practices, as supported by this quote (FR-TP, P7): “There is a gap that needs to be bridged between your production and the viewing software. We are unfortunately not experts in the domain and being caught in the middle of this situation is frustrating,” as also reported in Milo. Additional quotes, coming from internal SU exchanges, respectively concerning ShowTimeVR and issues with the portable HMD, illustrate these problems (AZ-SU, P5): “Only real issue: the controller app (iOS) crashed on me while I was messing around with settings during playback. No more control over the Go at that point [. . .] had to relaunch Showtime VR app in the Oculus to get control back. The controller app seems stable otherwise.”

Errors: in this project, two types of “errors” were observed: material and human (related to the categories New technologies, Human errors, Compatibility, and Hardware issues, representing respectively 23.0%, 15.5%, 14.2%, and 9.5% of the overall coded difficulties (over 148 codes), see Table 5). One source of technical error was related to the use of recent software or APIs that requires advanced programing knowledge: in this project, for instance the use of second order Ambisonic IRs required to know the basics of channel ordering, normalization, or, regarding the visual model, knowledge about shaders and equi-rectangular projections in Unity. Without this advanced technical knowledge, one could easily make mistakes, impacting the realism of the simulation. The creation of the GA model (its level of detail, the associated acoustic measurements and calibration) was another potential source of error. Summing all deviations could significantly impact the overall ecological validity of the auralization. As software, hardware can also cause unexpected problems, for example, when the main computer running the auralizations broke down a few days before the visit of TP to the laboratory for rehearsals, necessitating the support from the manufacturer, introducing an additional time delay. Another observed error was categorized as human errors, as a result of organizational determinants. These included careless mistakes in emails, or sending the wrong data (two occurrences of this problem were observed: when sending the architectural visual model, some elements were missing, and when sending the PNC frequency curves, although they were corrected afterwards by email).

Satisfaction: the presentation meeting clearly showed the engagement of the client in the simulations, particularly for the multi-modal Atrium auralizations. This observation was supported by the numerous questions asked by the client during the simulation, to listen to a particular stimulus, as illustrated by the following quotes (Client, P6): “Can you hear what I hear?,” “What’s on the roof?,” “And with the full absorbers now?” The post-project interview (P8) revealed two points: first, that the client had not selected any of the options presented with both
auralizations, neither the structural isolation for the Auditorium, nor any of the acoustic treatments in the Atrium. Secondly, TP now proposes auralization as a service to their clients, in collaboration with SU. They purchased the portable HMD that was used during the collaboration, for its portability and its ease of use, demonstrating their interest and overall satisfaction. Still, more projects would be needed for a better evaluation of the satisfaction of each actor, ideally over a longer period.

**Efficiency:** in terms of productivity, the creation of all these auralizations involved three researchers working during \(>1\) month for the first deliverables for presentation to the client, and three additional months at a less intense rhythm for the creation of the remaining multimedia files. Still, the process of creation could be optimized for future projects (by standardizing scripts, employing command line interfaces or batch mode processing for launching sets of GA simulations, or already having a wider anechoic ambient noise and stimuli database).\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^2\) During the post-project interview (P8), SJ-TP mentioned the difficulty of introducing auralizations to the client, primarily because it is still time consuming.

**Cost:** while these data are kept anonymized (such as the total amount of money spent), these auralizations represented a significant investment by TP, not affordable in usual projects. Time was seen as the most limiting factor to the use of auralizations during P8. The Time category contained 20 coded segments, representing 13.5% of the encountered difficulties, mostly from the email exchanges (see Table 5). The GA computation time was discussed, which can take several days depending on the Algorithm used and the complexity of the GA model, but most often the Time factor concerned last-minute demands or unanticipated deadlines due to the client, which is a common constraint in such architectural projects. During the presentation to the client, half of the exchanges concerned the negotiation with the client. This latter mentioned 10 times the need to respect the program and the defined budget, as illustrated here: “I think you as designers, me as architect and client, have to have a discipline regarding the budget.” This was particularly prominent for the Auditorium (see Table 5), where the cost of the addition of the structural isolation would have increased the budget significantly.

**Compatibility:** incompatibilities appeared in this project: first, during the Creation phase, for the reception of the GA model: initially created in ODEON by TP, the material file was not present at the opening by SU, due to a version mismatch. A second compatibility issue concerned the 360° videos and the associated second order Ambisonic audio: while spatial audio formats are starting to be standardized in the audio industry (e.g. ADM or SOFA), the formats used in this project (.tbe for audio, .mkv for video) were still evolving between hardware and software architectures. For instance, no stable 360° video with HOA audio player was readily available at the time for iOS devices or for the Oculus Go, requiring to buy another software.

**Reliability:** from a technological point of view, it has been shown that a significant amount of problems can occur, due to the New technologies and Compatibility factors, respectively representing 23% and 14.2%, a total of 37.2% (55 occurrences) of the encountered difficulties. These included the following sources of problems, or unreliability: audio and video formats (.tbe, .mkv unsteady video formats or codecs), Ambisonic channel ordering, the absence of adapted 360° audio-video reader on tablets, application contents’ tree view dependent on the Operating System (meaning the architecture is dependent on the OS). Regarding the realism of the auralization, precision in the process of creation and calibration of the models gives confidence in the produced aural results. The need to achieve realism was prominent during the review phase (27.9% of the codes related to Auralization design; RT specifications were given with the aim to have a realistic space for instance). The influence of the stimuli appeared to be crucial for the realism of the simulations (\(=29\)% overall, Table 5), but is also a key element that helps put in evidence particular elements, for instance the influence of a male versus female voice in the perception of the effect of the
low-frequency absorbers (SJ-TP, P2): “This is good because we show that the AQflex have an effect on the low frequencies of the male voice.”

Discussion

Previously obtained results showing the diverse types of use of auralization were confirmed in this usability case study. Two different types of auralizations were realized, driven by two different objectives: the first aimed at assessing the influence of different options of acoustic treatment in a large glass Atrium, while the second aimed at showing the impact of an intrusive noise in a smaller Auditorium, both spaces being multi-purpose. In both cases, previously identified uses were observed, with situated details regarding the creation of auralization and interaction with the client. This study, however, only concerns a specific project, and results should be validated on several other projects.

The analysis of the temporality of the project led to the definition of three phases: creation, review, and presentation phases, each encompassing different uses. The creation phase necessitated numerous email exchanges including various information and data exchange (from GA and visual models, to material absorption frequency curves, or background noise measurements curves). The review phase consisted of many informal perceptual evaluations to reach the most plausible simulations. The scenario of presentation was also a significant consideration in the two review meetings. Finally, the presentation to the client turned out to be very different for the two auralizations. The Auditorium resulted in a lively discussion based on budget restrictions, while the Atrium auralization was beneficial as it started a dialog and let the client really understand the impact of the acoustic design choices.

The choice of appropriate stimuli and precise settings were required to achieve the desired and needed realism. Existing anechoic stimuli were used, and recordings of ambient noise were performed to simulate intrusive noise from a sub-space in the auralized Auditorium. Stimuli were chosen for their capacity to highlight the efficiency of the proposed acoustic treatments in the Atrium and to put in evidence the annoying intrusive noise in the Auditorium in order to inform the client on the risks of discarding the proposed acoustic treatment. Hence, the selection of the stimuli was driven both by the aim of the auralization and by the intended uses of the space, as similarly reported in previous experiences of acoustic consulting using auralizations. An additional aspect to reflect on, in the context of auralization and the choice of stimuli, are the differences and similarities between the use of auralization in (fundamental) research and in architectural projects. Regarding the selection of stimuli, Kuusinen proposed a method to produce a large set of stimuli in a systematic way, providing a representative sample of sounds (which include the different sources of variance) to evaluate a set of factors of auditory perception in a more controlled experiment. On the other hand, at least in the context of the case study, there are additional factors to take into account concerning the choice of the stimuli. The situation here involves a negotiation aspect between the consultant and the client, and consequently the stimuli are partly chosen to bring pleasant emotions to the client, which facilitates the negotiation phase, or at least can be considered as an asset to support the convincing/persuasion stakes (including the choice of acoustic design material or other design options). This is in contrast to research experiments where there are potentially a large panel of listeners, and the main stake is to understand the influence of a given factor that we vary, as discussed in Kuusinen. There is also a compromise between (1) the representativeness of the selected stimuli, which is a critical point, (2) the selected acoustic configurations (source and listener placement, absorption material), and (3) the level of experience of the client, and the degree of familiarity between this latter and the acoustic consultant—who, if he or she knows the client well, is able to arbitrate auralization choices to better drive the demonstration—based on what he or she wants to
highlight in terms of acoustic characteristics. The attention of the client can also be oriented towards other aspects such as visual features. In this way, the selection of stimuli is limited by the constraints that exist in architectural projects, in contrast to the greater freedom available when designing auditory experiments. To conclude, there is probably an incompatibility between the desired representativeness of stimuli and the constraints of architectural projects, which requires compromises and arbitrarily selected stimuli.

The use of auralization in these cases enabled the client to directly experience the space and understand better the direct impact of the acoustical design choices. The actual presentation to the client allowed a pedagogical guide through the different acoustic conditions, supported by verbal explanations of the acoustic configuration they were presently listening to. This pedagogical role of auralization was also mentioned by the acoustic consultant, who would use it with the support of 360 videos rendered for a portable VR HMD, in formation, or during conferences on music and architecture. However, it should be noted that current auralization tools are not designed to integrate this pedagogical component; they are built for technicians/acousticians, and require a non-negligible technical background to be able to produce them. This pedagogical function could therefore drive the conception and design of the next generation of better integrated auralizations tools.

On the other hand, the observation of the technical aspects (the creation process) revealed that much improvements or optimizations are needed, as many difficulties were encountered due to these unsteady technologies, and the lack of an ecosystem that integrates all the needed components (Visual, VR, IR simulations, Convolutions). The Learnability of this technology remains an impediment to its integration, rendered difficult by the diversity of tools, software, and programing languages required to produce high-quality auralizations. These are amplified by the regular updates that need to be followed, and the constant evolution of tools, notably the rapid evolution of VR technologies (e.g. newly available HMDs yearly). Standardization of 3D formats (both for visual models and for audio) is yet to be reached, and wastes time through incompatibilities. The adoption of auralization by acoustic consultants, which remains quite low, may benefit from the increasingly democratized VR and AR technologies. Tech companies (GAFAMI/BATX) will also play a key role in their diffusion with the role of media, fashion, and technology. In architecture, Revit has integrated VR in its options, and Unity has announced the integration of BIM information directly linked with real-time updates in addition to a much better integration of AR devices via FoundationAR.

Conclusions

This work presented a usability case study of auralization use, conducted in collaboration between an acoustic consultant and an acoustic research team, which was observed and described based on the analysis of email exchanges and audio recordings of meetings. Effective uses were categorized in two families: Auralization design and Client presentation. The Auralization design family encompassed GA simulations, Acoustical design, Sound design, the need to Achieve Realism, Multi-purpose hall, Visual models, and Stimuli influence. The Client presentation family encompassed Listening, Negotiation, Pedagogy, and Scenario setting. These uses were distributed differently during the creation, review, and presentation phases identified during the project.

The analysis of practical acceptability highlighted the unpredictable character of events in such projects, whether due to material issues, human errors, or organizational difficulties. Difficulties were highlighted due to the novelty of auralization tools, whether software or hardware, producing compatibility issues. The multiplicity of tools required to produce these (especially VR) auralizations increases the complexity of the task and the range of skills needed. Auralization technology
would therefore benefit from the homogenization of VR tools, formats, and 3D software, as well as a straightforward or unique ecosystem enabling the production of high-quality VR auralizations within the architectural (acoustics) community. Furthermore, pedagogical functions could be integrated into such tools. Acousticians and architects would benefit from training on the still emerging technologies of VR/AR and spatial audio, with for example, specific classes, tutorials, or workflow guides.

Auralization adoption is highly dependent on the adoption of VR technologies by the architectural community. Efforts are needed to deploy them by informing the community of the potential benefits. Collaborations between acoustic consultants and researchers would be a good starting point, and would benefit both, allowing for sharing infrastructure facilities and knowledge transfer, while at the same time providing researchers with the possibility to conduct in situ studies and have access to large-scale projects, furthering our understanding of the uses and their evolution following technology developments.
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